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Modern digital radio systems enable operation of multiple mutually coherent channels
(MMCC). The signals can be modelled as complex vector valued functions of Euclidian
real space (f:
-> ) and they carry conceptually multidimensional (mD) information.
Polarimetric radar and multiple antenna wireless communications (MIMO) are examples of MMC hardware realizations.
Polarization of electromagnetism is considered in interferometric radio astronomy and
in optics, thus providing with traditional formalisms [1] of complex 2D signals. Pending
for consistent spectral methods to analyse intrinsically 2D information, correlograms i.e.
auto- and cross-correlation functions are used to interpret the signals in the ‘mean
sense’. 1D spectral decompositions (such as Fast Fourier Transforms, FFT) are widely
used in engineering applications, and they can be reapplied to each channel of MMCC.
However, the differential mD information continue to be inferred from averaged autoand cross-correlation estimates. In operational polarimetric Doppler weather radar [2]
(PDWR), new opportunities have emerged from multipurpose end uses [3] calling for
more detailed decomposition of MMCC signals beyond the ‘mean sense’ estimators.
As extensions to FFT of real or complex valued 1D signals, various quaternion (QFT),
Clifford (CFT) and geometric algebra (GAFT) transforms have been proposed for generalized spectral analyses of mD information. Orthogonal Plane Split (OPS) CFT [4]
indicates how to carry over the favourable FFT properties, such as inverse, PlancherelParseval and convolution theorems. Steerable nature of OPS-CFT suggests for a continuum spectral decompositions to be available for examination of the signal feature space.
Here, the steps are clarified for composing PDWR signals as real quaternions (Cl(0;2),
isomorphic to SO(3) rotations). Subsequently, OPS-CFT is applied to simulated echo to
recognize features of application interest. Examples of PDWR data are shown.
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